Starting from a mean-field model of the Bose-Einstein condensate dimer, we reintroduce classically forbidden tunneling through a Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization approach. We find closed-form approximations to the tunneling frequency more accurate than those previously obtained using different techniques. We discuss the central role that tunneling in the self-trapped regime plays in a quantitatively accurate model of a dissipative dimer leaking atoms to the environment. Finally, we describe the prospects of experimental observation of tunneling in the self-trapped regime, both with and without dissipation. A Bose-Einstein condensate of atoms in two modes (a BEC dimer) is a simple interacting quantum system that has recently become accessible to increasingly precise experiments [1] . It has been used to demonstrate atter-wave interferometry [2] , number squeezing [3] [4] [5] , and measurements transcending the standard quantum limit [6, 7] , and its prospective applications include gravity detectors [8] , noise thermometers [9] , and tests of the Einstein-Podolski-Rosen (EPR) paradox [10] . Especially exciting is the opportunity to study the gradual emergence of classical mechanics as the number of particles in the system is increased [11] .
A Bose-Einstein condensate of atoms in two modes (a BEC dimer) is a simple interacting quantum system that has recently become accessible to increasingly precise experiments [1] . It has been used to demonstrate atter-wave interferometry [2] , number squeezing [3] [4] [5] , and measurements transcending the standard quantum limit [6, 7] , and its prospective applications include gravity detectors [8] , noise thermometers [9] , and tests of the Einstein-Podolski-Rosen (EPR) paradox [10] . Especially exciting is the opportunity to study the gradual emergence of classical mechanics as the number of particles in the system is increased [11] .
The simplest theoretical approach to the BEC dimer is the two-mode mean-field model [12, 13] . In this model, a phenomenon known as self-trapping takes place: a coherent state prepared in certain regions of phase space remains in the neighborhood of the nearest stable fixed point (selftrapping point) forever. Self-trapping has been experimentally observed for relatively short times [11, 14] . In the quantum treatment of the two-mode model, tunneling between the two self-trapping fixed points eventually occurs. This process of "quantum sloshing" generates macroscopic entanglement between the two wells of the dimer [15] . The time scale on which tunneling takes place can be found numerically by directly integrating the Schrödinger equation, but this offers little insight into the process. An analytical estimate of the tunneling frequency has been obtained using quantum perturbation theory (see [16] and references therein), but the expansion employed is only valid in a parameter range where the tunneling frequency is exponentially small.
In this paper, we use the semiclassical quantization approach to the Bose-Hubbard dimer pioneered in [17] to obtain highly accurate analytical approximations to the tunneling frequency of the two lowest energy states. Unlike quantum perturbation theory, the semiclassical techniques * dkcampbe@bu.edu remain applicable as long as approximately self-localized quantum states exist. This showcases the power of the semiclassical approach to many-body problems, and allows us to clarify the dependence of the tunneling time on the system's parameters. We also discuss the prospects of experimentally observing tunneling in the self-trapped regime.
The Bose-Hubbard dimer is mathematically equivalent to a spin system and to a certain limit of the Lipkin-MeshkovGlick model. Semiclassical quantization of these equivalent models was considered by [18] [19] [20] and [21] , respectively. We complement these earlier works by providing a connection to the quantization condition of [17] , proposing closed-form approximations valid in the relevant parameter range and offering a discussion of cold-atom experiments that could probe the tunneling phenomenon.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I, we review the Bose-Hubbard dimer and its mean-field approximation. Section II is devoted to tunneling between the fixed points using exact diagonalization results. In Sec. III, we introduce the semiclassical quantization condition and obtain a closed-form expression for the tunneling frequency. Finally, in Sec. IV we discuss applications of this expression to problems of entanglement and atom loss rate from a dissipative optical lattice, as well as the prospect of experimental confirmation.
Of special interest are the coherent states of the model [23, 24] . These states correspond to all atoms being a single BEC [25, 26] and can be characterized by their expectation values of the population imbalance between the wells, z = (N 1 − N 2 )/2, and of their relative phase φ. In terms of the creation operators, the coherent states can be expressed as
For large numbers of particles, the coarse dynamics of these states is well approximated by a bosonic Josephson junction (BJJ) model in which z and φ are the dynamical variables. The Hamiltonian of this model is
where
and the dimensionless time is τ = 2J t/ [13] . The BJJ model exhibits a bifurcation [27] at = 1: as is increased beyond this critical value, a stable center at z = 0, φ = π breaks down into a saddle-point point at the same coordinates and a pair of stable centers at z = ± 1 − 1 2 , φ = π . These stable centers, corresponding to a persistent population imbalance between the dimer's two wells, are known as the self-trapping points.
II. TUNNELING BETWEEN THE SELF-TRAPPING POINTS
Within the BJJ model, the self-trapping fixed points are stable: a trajectory initially sufficiently close to one of them remains close to it for all time. In the full Bose-Hubbard dynamics, however, tunneling between the two self-trapping points occurs with a finite frequency. An example of this process is shown in Fig. 1 , which depicts the Husimi function [28] , a quasiprobability distribution over the coherent states |z, φ given by 
FIG. 1. (Color online)
Tunneling between the self-trapping fixed points. In the BJJ model, trajectories sufficiently close to the selftrapping point remain confined to its neighborhood forever (far left panel). However, as shown in the remaining panels, in the Bose-Hubbard model the Husimi function of a coherent state initially centered at the z > 0 self-trapping fixed point tunnels from one fixed point to the other. For the full video from which these stills are taken, see the Supplemental Material [29] . Parameters: N = 40 atoms, with = 1.1 and J = 10 Hz. for a pure state |ψ . The Husimi function is initially centered at one of the fixed points, but over time it tunnels to the other, and then back again.
A quantitative signature of the tunneling is an oscillation of the wells' populations. The frequency of this oscillation can be found by numerically integrating the Schrödinger equation of the Bose-Hubbard dimer for a long time and computing the power spectrum of the well populations. The most prominent feature in the spectrum corresponds to the tunneling frequency.
Since the dynamics of the coherent state near the selftrapping fixed points appears very simple, we may try to reduce the dimensionality of the problem by restricting the system to some subspace of the Hilbert space. Remarkably, in the neighborhood of the mean-field fixed points only a few energy eigenstates contribute appreciably to the coherent state [30, 31] . How many states need to be accounted for depends on the particle number (see Fig. 2 ). Our intuition is that as N increases, the "size" of the coherent state in phase space shrinks, but the "size" of the eigenstates shrinks even faster, and ever-more eigenstates are needed to correctly account for the coherent state dynamics. However, even for a few hundred atoms much of the tunneling dynamics can be captured by keeping just two states (see Fig. 3 ). At the self-trapping fixed points, these two states are the pair of highest energy states of the Bose-Hubbard model [32] . They are symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of states localized in each well.
The energy splitting between the symmetric and antisymmetric states agrees closely with the oscillation frequency extracted by numerically integrating the Schrödinger equation (see the Supplemental Material [29] for a figure comparing the two). The splitting between these states can also be computed for < 1; in this case, there is only one fixed point at φ = π , and the energy splitting closely agrees with the BJJ frequency of oscillations about that point. Both above and below = 1, the BJJ limit is approached as N is increased (see Fig. 4 ).
The energies of the two highest-energy states are easily found numerically even for very large N , but it is desirable to explain the simple trends with N and shown in Fig. 4 053610-2 A two-state description of the tunneling remains valid as N increases, although the dynamics is more complex as the system becomes less discrete. The Husimi function is shown at the five times spaced by a quarter of the tunneling period expected from the two-state model. For the full video from which these stills are taken, see Supplemental Material [29] (N = 500 atoms, = 1.025 and U = 2π × 0.063 Hz). using an analytical model. Quantum perturbation theory can be used to obtain estimates of the tunneling frequency for small J /U ≈ N/ [16, 31, 33, 34] , but not in the region ≈ 1 where tunneling becomes a significant effect. In the next section, we will pursue an alternative approach.
III. SEMICLASSICAL QUANTIZATION
To shed light on the convergence of the results of the two-state model to those of the BJJ, we will start with the BJJ model and recover additional features of the dynamics through Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization. Graefe and Korsch [17] applied Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization to this problem numerically, obtaining excellent estimates of the eigenenergies even for atom numbers N < 10. In this section, we start from their formulation of the quantization condition but proceed analytically to produce accurate closed-form expressions for the tunneling frequency. The quantization condition in the self-trapping region of the symmetric dimer described by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (3) is
Here, 2S w is the action associated with the self-trapped classical orbit, κ = exp(−πS ), and 2S is the (Euclidean) action associated with tunneling. Both S w and S are measured in units of Planck's constant h and so dimensionless [35] . The phase correction term S φ can be expressed in terms of S as
For a discussion of the physical significance of S φ , see [36] , pp. 50-51. The actions S w and S are functions of energy E and nonlinearity , and can be expressed as integrals over phase space (see Fig. 5 ); this is discussed in greater detail in Appendix B. Let us assume that the energy splitting between symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of states localized in the two self-trapping regions of phase space is small relative to the spacing of allowed energies in each region. As shown in Appendix A, in this case the quantization condition implies the splitting is approximately
where ω is the frequency of the classical motion in a selftrapped orbit (related to the action of the orbit S w , since 2π/ ω = T / = 2∂S w /∂E) and S is as before the Euclidean action associated with the tunneling. These quantities depend on the shape and size of the classical orbits, which are determined by and the energy of the unperturbed state E.
Let the classical turning points be z ± (see Fig. 6 ). The size of the orbit is captured by the dimensionless parameter
Furthermore, let
In Appendix B we show that in terms of these quantities the splitting E of the highest energy state is given by
where K, , and E are the complete elliptic integrals [37] , while E is the unperturbed highest-energy-state energy satisfying the quantization condition
with 1(·) denoting the indicator function. These complicated expressions constitute a solution to the problem of semiclassical quantization, but offer little insight into the dimer's behavior. Nonetheless, some of the problem's structure has become apparent:
(1) The splitting depends on E and only through the turning points z ± and the combination (1 − 2E/ ). The sign of this last quantity distinguishes between the two types of motion depicted in Fig. 6 : 1 − 2E/ > 0 for rotations (orbits surrounding one of the poles at z = ±1) and 1 − 2E/ < 0 for librations.
(2) The only nonelementary functions in the expressions above are the complete elliptic integrals K, E, and . When they do appear they all take the same argument (modulus), either k or k , which is a measure of the size of the classical orbit. This structure can be exploited to find much simpler expressions for the splitting, valid in the limit of N 1. Let us first rescale the energy through a linear transformation:
The rescaled energy e lies in [0, 1) for any orbit in the selftrapping region. The highest-energy-state orbit has an area h/2, while the total semiclassical action of a dimer with N particles is h(N + 1). As N increases, both the highest-energy-state energy e and the dimensionless measure of orbit size k [Eq. (8) 
This estimate is very good: the relative error in approximating the numerical semiclassical result is less than 1% for N = 20 and = 1.25, and decreases with both N and . Analogous expansions for the classical orbital frequency and the tunneling phase lead to the following expression for the ground-state splitting:
2 is the position of the self-trapping fixed point and ω = √ 2 − 1 is the frequency of motion about it. The tunneling frequency E/ decreases exponentially with the "barrier width" ≈ z 0 , the "barrier height" ≈ (1 − e) and the number of atoms N . The details of the calculation are described in Appendix C. Figure 7 compares the semiclassical splitting estimates with the results of exact diagonalization of the Bose-Hubbard model. The results of solving the quantization problem numerically are not shown: except for so small that not even one semiclassical orbit fits within the self-trapping region, they agree very closely with the exact Bose-Hubbard splitting. The analytic approximation discussed in this section is generally within a factor of 2 of the exact result, and improves with N . Since the splitting changes by as many as 15 orders of magnitude over the investigated range of , this agreement amounts to remarkably robust performance.
A different closed-form semiclassical approximation to E was obtained in [18] and refined in [20] . This last approximation attains an excellent accuracy, on the order of a few percent, but only for U ≈ J . In the context of cold-atom experiments, in which the atom number is on the order of hundreds, this corresponds to astronomically small tunneling frequencies (well below 10 −100 Hz). For U J , where the tunneling frequency becomes large, the approximation of [20] is many orders of magnitude from the true value (see Fig. 7 ). In contrast, the approximation we provide in Eq. (13) is a closed-form expression that is valid in the experimentally relevant regime. In contrast, the approximation of [20] (green dot-dashed line) performs poorly in this low-regime, especially for larger N . The black vertical line marks the value below which the semiclassical approximation breaks down because the area of phase space associated with the self-trapped region is less than h/2. E is measured in Hertz.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we consider the implications of the analysis presented above for three problems: determining the time scale for macroscopic entanglement, producing quantum speedup of dissipation, and obtaining experimental confirmation.
A. Time scale for macroscopic entanglement
Tunneling in the self-trapping regime leads to the generation of entangled superpositions of many-particle states, or macroscopic entanglement [15] . The entanglement between the two modes is maximized at times T /4 and 3T /4, where T is the tunneling period. Therefore, our semiclassical estimate of the tunneling frequency immediately yields an estimate of the time required for entanglement generation. It is notable that the dynamics of entanglement, a profoundly nonclassical phenomenon, is captured by the first quantum correction to the (classical) BJJ model.
B. Quantum speedup of dissipation
So far we have considered only an isolated Bose-Hubbard dimer. We will now discuss the central role tunneling in the self-trapped regime plays in a quantitatively accurate model of a dissipative dimer that leaks atoms to the environment.
Consider a coherent state of N bosons centered at one of the self-trapping fixed points, say the left well. We will attempt to model its dynamics within a two-dimensional subspace of the full system's Hilbert space, the subspace spanned by the symmetric and antisymmetric energy eigenstates |E S and |E A . In the basis of states localized in the two wells, |1 = (|E S + |E A )/ √ 2 and |2 = (|E S − |E A )/ √ 2, the Hamiltonian is represented by the matrix Ē E EĒ , whereĒ = (E S + E A )/2 and E = (E S − E A )/2. These parameters can be calculated semiclassically with high accuracy as we have shown in the preceding section [Eqs. (12) and (13)], though we use exact values in the simulation discussed below. The initial condition is the localized state |1 . Now, assume there is decay from the right well at a rate γ . In the two-level model this is described by the effective decay rates
This simple model can be used to estimate how the probability of all N atoms remaining in the system diminishes over time.
To evaluate the results, we compare them to those obtained using the complete coherent state and the full master equation [38] [39] [40] ,
The probabilities of remaining in the N atom subspace predicted using the two Hamiltonians are shown in Fig. 8 . If many-body tunneling between the fixed points is neglected ( E = 0), the rate of atom loss is significantly underestimated. But when the correct value of E is used, the effective two-state model produces results almost indistinguishable from the full Bose-Hubbard. Remarkably, we can thus reproduce the decay dynamics of a correlated many-body system using only two parameters,Ē and E, which can be calculated semiclassically.
C. Prospects of experimental observation
The BJJ dynamics of the BEC dimer was experimentally mapped out in great detail a few years ago [11] . Could a similar experiment observe tunneling between the fixed points for > 1?
Experimental realizations of the dimer fall into two categories: "external" and "internal" [41] , or those utilizing two spatially separated wells and those using two internal states of atoms. Correctly describing the dynamics of the spatially separated wells requires going beyond the Bose-Hubbard model that was our starting point in this work, because the localized orbitals associated with the operatorsâ i ,â † i are time dependent [42] . Fortunately, this complication does not arise in the case of internal states [43] . Therefore, the tunneling and dissipation enhancement effects we have described are most likely to be observed in experiments relying on internal states.
The expected tunneling frequency given the experimental parameters of [11] is shown in Fig. 9 . The frequency is on the order of a few hertz. Since the atom decay times reported [11] . The mean-field prediction is also shown for reference.
in this experiment are ∼100 ms, the tunneling frequency is too small to be observed at present. However, an order of magnitude improvement in atom retention times would render experimental observation feasible.
At first glance, it may seem that the retention time limitation could be sidestepped by lowering both N and J by the same factor. Since the quantum tunneling time depends on N exponentially but on J only linearly [Eq. (13)], this could speed up the semiclassical dynamics while keeping constant. Unfortunately, the experiment of [11] was already carried out at the lowest J currently accessible; lowering it even more introduces unacceptable noise due to electromagnetic fluctuations [44] .
D. Beyond the dimer: Semiclassical quantization for lattices
Although our analysis was limited to the dimer, analogous processes should occur in a system with multiple states, only one of which has an appreciable population. The BoseHubbard Hamiltonian can be straightforwardly extended to such systems; in the case of the trimer, self-trapping has been demonstrated in both the quantum model and its classical limit [45, 46] . However, carrying out semiclassical quantization is difficult because the classical model is now chaotic. So far, progress has only been made for the case of very small and very large J /U [47] , i.e., precisely the region of parameter space where tunneling between the self-trapping points does not take place. Therefore, the extension of our results beyond the dimer is likely to prove challenging.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have studied the tunneling between the self-trapped fixed points of the BEC dimer using a semiclassical approach. We derived an exact solution to the problem in terms of elliptic integrals giving the phase-space areas of semiclassical orbits. For particle numbers N 1, the semiclassical groundstate orbit and (appropriately transformed) energy become small; in this limit we found an approximate closed-form expression for the tunneling frequency that is accurate in the experimentally relevant parameter range. The tunneling frequency decreases exponentially with the effective width and height of barriers in phase space, as well as the number of particles. Nonetheless, accounting for the tunneling is crucial to obtaining quantitatively accurate estimates of atom loss rates in a leaky dimer.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF EQ. (7)
In this Appendix, we use Eq. (5), the quantization condition of Graefe and Korsch [17] , to derive an approximate expression for the energy splitting of the nearly degenerate self-trapped eigenstates. This expression and its derivation have been known to scholars of the WKB approximation (see [48] , p. 49, or [36] , p. 52), but we discuss it fully here. Equation (5) can be rewritten as
Considered as a function of x ≡ 2S w − S φ , this equation has pairs of solutions symmetrically spaced about (2n + 1)π (see Fig. 10 ). The pairs of roots coalesce as S → −∞: in the absence of tunneling, states come in degenerate pairs, one localized in each well. Let the two solutions near x = π be x ± , with x + > π and x − < π. We have
where the sign difference on the right-hand side arises because sin(x) changes sign at x = π , between x − and x + .
Recall that x ≡ 2S w − S φ is a function of energy. Assume the ground-state energy splitting E is sufficiently small that x(E) is approximately linear in an interval of width E about the ground-state energy E 0 . Then,
and Eq. (A2) gives
Expanding to first order about E 0 ,
Subtracting the lower signs from the upper signs and rearranging yields, Consider the second term in the denominator. Letting ξ ≡ S and using the definition of S φ [Eq. (6) ], the unitless derivative can be written as
where ψ is the di-function, defined as
For |t| > 3, excellent approximation (good to 0.03%) to this function is provided by the asymptotic expansion [37] 
Using this expansion,
This expression is already smaller than 0.01 at ξ = 2, and decreases with ξ as 1/ξ 2 . Since the phase-space derivatives ∂S w /∂E and ∂S /∂E are of the same order and ξ = S is of order N , the second term in the denominator of Eq. (A3) can be neglected:
Since the splitting is small, exp(πS ) 1 and so arctan exp(πS ) ≈ exp(πS ). If we let T = 2π/ω be the period of the orbit corresponding to the action 2S w , then
Neglecting the second term in the denominator of Eq. (A3), we get
The negative sign of E indicates that x + is actually lower in energy than x − . As a special case, this result applies to a single particle in a double-well potential described by the Schrödinger equation. For that special case there exists a simpler derivation of Eq. (A5): see [49] , §50.
APPENDIX B: ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL EXPRESSIONS FOR T , S w , AND S
To perform actual calculations using the formula
we need to find explicit expressions for ω (or the corresponding period T ) and S in terms of E and . It will also prove useful to find an expression for 2S w , the action associated with the self-trapped orbit, which determines the energy about which the splitting takes place. All of these quantities depend on the with the absolute value necessary because φ(z,E, ) may be complex within the region of integration. In fact, in the self-trapping region (E > 1, > 1) the argument of the arc cosine in φ(z,E, ) is smaller than −1 for all
Consequently, taking advantage of the identity
one may rewrite S as
As in the case of the orbit action, S can be recast as an elliptic integral through integration by parts, and then reduced to a 053610-8 sum of canonical elliptic integrals using a partial fractions expansion. The result is
where k = √ 1 − k 2 and we have used identity 19.6.5 in [37] .
APPENDIX C: APPROXIMATE SOLUTION TO THE QUANTIZATION PROBLEM FOR LARGE N
In this section, we derive an approximate semiclassical expression for the splitting by expanding the integrals of the previous section in small orbit sizes k and energies e.
Approximate orbit frequency
To lowest order,
A higher-order expansion is unnecessary because E depends on e primarily through the tunneling phase in the exponent.
Energy of the highest energy state
Many of the quantities encountered in our discussion so far can be expressed more simply in terms of e [the normalized energy relative to the maximum of E; see Eq. (11)] than E. For instance, the classical turning points are
and the dimensionless measure of orbit size is
The quantization condition of Eq. (10) reads
with k and z ± given by the expressions in the previous section. Consider the case e < ( − 1) −2 , when the highest-energystate orbit is a libration. Expanding the elliptic integrals to lowest order in k and then to lowest order in e [51] and then solving for e gives a first-order estimate of the highest-energystate energy,
As was already remarked in the main text, this estimate is very good. See also Fig. 11 . What happens if the nonlinearity is sufficiently high that the highest-energy-state orbit is a rotation [i.e., ( − 1) −2 < e 1]? It turns out that this case cannot be successfully treated using the same approach. The term terms of the small-k 2 expansion of (α 2 ,k) are proportional to powers of α 2 (cf. Eq. 19.5.4 in [37] ), so keeping only the lowest-order terms in k 2 is no longer legitimate. But the difficulty of extending our semiclassical method to this part of the parameter space is not a major concern for two reasons:
(i) The nonlinearity required for the ground-state orbit to enclose the point z = 1 is large indeed, especially for larger atom numbers. From Eq. (12), the condition e > ( − 1) 2 can be estimated to imply
(ii) The limit of very strong nonlinearity is particularly easy to treat using quantum perturbation theory [16, 30, 33, 34] . integrals, but they are complex and disappointingly inaccurate, except for large N and either very large or very small .
Instead of pursuing a formal expansion, let us attempt an ad hoc improvement of the zeroth-order expression. S is a measure of the barrier to tunneling; as the groundstate approaches the separatrix (e → 1), the barrier should disappear. The simplest way to enforce this behavior is to multiply the O(e 0 ) expression by (1 − e):
(C5) This ansatz works remarkably well; furthermore, unlike the asymptotic expansions which may be either smaller or larger than the true value, Eq. (C5) gives an upper bound on the magnitude of S for all .
Approximate splitting formula
By combining the approximate expressions for the classical orbital frequency and the tunneling phase, we arrive at the following expression for the highest-energy-state splitting: .
(C6) Figure 12 shows a comparison of this approximation with the numerical solution of the semiclassical quantization condition [Eq. (5)]. Since our approximation to S overestimates the barrier to tunneling, the tunneling frequency is generally underestimated, except close to the bifurcation where the dependence of ω on e (which we neglect) becomes important. Some qualitative features of the dependence of E on can be reproduced even without the factor of (1 − e) in the exponent, and the agreement with the numerical solution improves as N increases. However, this e = 0 approximation to E is generally not within an order of magnitude of the numerically computed value.
